A mixture copula is a linear combination of several individual copulas. It is able to generate dependence structures that do not belong to existing copula families. This makes it useful in modeling the dependence structures in financial data, as in empirical studies different pairs of markets may exhibit quite different dependence structures. Therefore, rather than selecting one single copula through certain criteria we propose using a model averaging approach to estimate financial data dependence structure in a mixture copula framework. We select weights (for averaging) through a J -fold Cross-Validation procedure. We prove that the model average estimator is asymptotically optimal in the sense of minimizing a squared estimation loss. Simulation results show that the model averaging approach outperforms some competing methods when the working mixture model is misspecified. Using 12 years' daily returns of four developed economies' stock indexes (United States, United Kingdom, Hong Kong and Japan), we show that the model average approach gives more reasonable estimation of their dependence structures than some competing methods.
Introduction
In this article we propose to use a model average approach to estimate mixture copula models, which is a linear combination of multiple individual copulas. Nelsen (1999) provides a thorough introduction about copula and he defines copula as "functions that join or couple multivariate distribution functions to their one-dimensional marginal distribution functions" (Nelsen, 1999, page 1) . Specifically, let X = (X 1 , ..., X p ) ⊤ be a random vector and the respective marginal cumulative distribution functions are defined as F i , where i ∈ {1, ..., p}. Then there exists a copula C : [0, 1] p → [0, 1] such that ∀ x = (x 1 , ..., x p ) ∈ R p , F (x) = C{F 1 (x 1 ), ..., F p (x p )} (see Sklar, 1959) . Therefore, copula is flexible as it does not constrain the selection of marginal distributions so that one could always couple various margins together via a copula.
Copula model is primarily used to study the dependence patterns among variables, e.g., the co-movements among the international equity markets. The empirical application of copula in finance include Li (2000) , who proposes to use copula to estimate default correlations. Copula models have been extensively applied in many other empirical studies such as examining the difference in dependence structure between the developed and developing economies (Chollete, Peña and Lu, 2005 , Chollete et al., 2009 , and Aloui et al., 2010 , the structure break in exchange rates (Patton, 2006) , financial contagion (Rodriguez, 2007) , and the cross-state housing prices during the subprime mortgage crisis (Zimmer, 2012) . One fundamental issue for empirical studies is how to select an appropriate copula to satisfactorily describe the dependence structure among variables. Almost all the the works mentioned above presumptively build a candidate set and rely on certain statistical criteria to select one copula, and use the selected copula to evaluate the degree of dependence. For example, Zimmer (2012) uses both Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and Vuong test to show that a Clayton-Gumbel mixture copula provides a better estimate of dependence compared with Gaussian, Clayton and Gumbel copulas. 1
In practice, the varieties of copula are large. One might want to fit the data under analysis to each existing copula family and select the most appropriate one. But this strategy is not feasible because one can always create a new copula by making certain transformations on an existed copula. 2 Thus, most empirical researchers only consider several commonly used copulas, e.g., Gaussian, Clayton and Gumbel, to construct their candidate set. The argument is that the candidate set should be general enough to capture most of the possible dependence patterns in the real world. Even though this strategy is relatively easy to implement, its 1 Other methods include comparing which copula gives the largest log-likelihood function value. Interested readers are referred to Manner and Reznikova (2011), Patton (2012) and Fan and Patton (2014) for details.
2 For example, Patton (2006) introduce an symmetrized Joe-Clayton copula by taking a particular Laplace transformation on the BB7 copula of Joe (1997) .
cost is that one needs to assume that the observations are generated from one of the copula included in the candidate set: One selects the most "appropriate" copula from the candidate set based on some criteria, and use it to describe the dependence pattern and evaluates the degree of dependence of the data under analysis. If one's candidate set does include the true copula that generates the observations, the estimating procedure discussed above should be effective and efficient. However, the true data generating copula model is always unknown to researchers. In practice, it is highly probable that one's candidate set fails to include the true copula. Under this circumstance, the candidate copula that exhibits smallest BIC may fail to provide reasonable description about the true dependence structure.
To take advantage of different copula shapes, Chollete et al. (2005) and Hu (2006) introduce mixture copula models. In their analysis, a mixture copula is formulated as a weighted average of several individual copulas with the weights constrained between 0 and 1 and the weights sum to 1. Comparing with an individual copula model, mixture copula is more flexible as it nests various individual copulas that exhibit quite different dependence structures. As we shall see, a mixture copula is able to generate dependence structures that do not belong to any existing individual copula. By combining several widely used individual copulas, one can build a parsimonious yet flexible mixture copula to capture various dependence patterns in the financial data, e.g., zero and non-zero tail dependence, symmetric and asymmetric tail dependence. In their analysis, Chollete et al. (2005) and Hu (2006) both consider the mixture model including Gaussian, Gumbel and rotated Gumbel copula to evaluate the dependence structures among stock indexes in developed economies. They find strong left tail dependence as weight associated with the rotated Gumbel copula tends to be non-zero, while Gumbel tends to be filtered out due to its small weight. They thus conclude that stock markets in developed economies tend to go down simultaneously. This finding is consistent with Longin and Solnik (2001) who find that equity returns tend to take on joint negative extremes. In a more recent work, Cai and Wang (2014) introduce a penalized likelihood with a shrinkage operator method to estimate weights and copula parameters simultaneously, where the Smoothly Clipped Absolute Deviation (SCAD) due to Fan and Li (2001) is used. Cai and Wang (2014) further establish the asymptotic theory for their method, and simulation results demonstrate that their proposed method gives satisfactory estimation results on both weights and copula parameters. That is, different dependence structures are captured well by this penalized likelihood method.
In this article we contribute to the literature by providing another method to estimate mixture copula models. Specifically, we utilize a model average approach to estimate a mixture model. Rather than choosing one appropriate copula model by comparing different criteria such as AIC or BIC, under mixture copula framework, one firstly fits observations to each individual copula in the candidate set separately. Sometimes all individual copulas could lead to poor fit, therefore, we also fit the data to the composite of all the candidate copulas. We then average over the estimates of each individual copula and their composite and select their associated weights by minimizing a leave-one-group-out cross-validation criterion, a manner similar to the Jackknife model average (JMA) proposed by Hansen and Racine (2012) . We obtain the solutions through a standard application of quadratic programming technique, as the leave-one-group-out cross-validation criterion is a quadratic function of weights. Under certain regularity conditions, we prove that our model average estimator is asymptotically optimal in the sense of achieving the infeasible lowest possible squared estimation losses. The chosen weights help us to construct the optimal combination of each candidate copula and their composite that is able to satisfactorily describe the dependence structure among variables, as the distance between the estimated mixture copula and the unknown true model is asymptotically minimized. This is extremely important when one's working model is misspecified, i.e., when observations are generated from copulas that are not included in our working mixture model. Cai and Wang (2014) argue that when the working model is misspecified, their method will select copulas exhibiting the similar dependence patterns. For example, when observations are generated from a combination of Gaussian and Clayton while in the working model Clayton is absent but a rotated Gumbel, which also exhibits the left tail dependence, is included. In this case, Cai and Wang (2014)'s method will assign certain weight on the rotated Gumbel to guarantee that the left tail dependence patterns is captured by the mixture copula model, and then they conclude that the "best approximated" copula is chosen. The model average method provides a more solid criterion for the best approximated copula when working model is misspecified: The optimal mixture model is constructed to minimize its distance to the true model, or the estimation loss, so that it best describes the dependence pattern among variables. Considering that applied researchers often use working mixture models that are usually quite parsimonious, misspecification problem should be common. Therefore, our model average method should be viewed as a reasonable alternative to estimate mixture copula model which leads to the estimation loss asymptotically minimized.
In the empirical part of the paper, we implement the model average approach on the daily returns of equity indexes in four developed economies (UK, Hong Kong, Japan and United States). Estimation results support the superiority of model average method in capturing the dependence structures among the international equity markets. Compared with the penalized likelihood method and the standard copula selection method such as BIC, model average approach exhibits the smallest errors in the out-of-sample predictions. The empirical application suggests that using the model average approach to estimate a mixture copula should be an useful tool in predicting dependence structure of stock markets and in risk management.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly introduce a mixture copula model. Section 3 describes steps as how to implement model average approach on a mixture copula model. In Section 4, we compare estimation losses under model average approach, Cai and Wang's (2014) penalized likelihood method, and the BIC method through Monte Carlo simulations. A real data example is presented in Section 5. We give some concluding remarks in Section 6. Regularity conditions and proof of optimality of the model averaging method are included in the Appendix.
Mixture Copula Model: A Brief Introduction
Suppose we have a series of p−dimensional vectors of random variables {X t } T t=1 , where X t = (X t1 , . . . , X tp ) ⊤ . Let F 0 (x) and f 0 (x) be the joint distribution and density function of X ∈ R p , and F 0 i (x i ) and f 0 i (x i ) be the marginal distribution and density function of X i , respectively, where 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
According to Hu (2006) and Cai and Wang (2014) , a mixture copula model is a linear mixture of some copula families. Specifically, a mixture copula model can be written as
where {C 1 (·), ..., C L (·)} is a set of candidate copulas with a vector of unknown parameters θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ L ) ⊤ and p-dimension marginal distribution u = (F 0 1 (·), . . . , F 0 p (·)). Let ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω L ) ⊤ denote the weight parameters with 0 ≤ ω l ≤ 1 and ∑ L l=1 ω l = 1. In equation (1), both the copula parameters θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ L ) ⊤ and the weights ω = (ω 1 , . . . , ω L ) ⊤ control the shape of the mixture copula's dependence structure.
One may want to include many existing individual copulas into a mixture model to cover every possible dependence pattern. But in application this can make the mixture model too complicated and the estimation burden of such a large mixture model can be very costly. In practice, one may only consider a few candidate individual copulas. We present the flexibility of mixture copula through scatter plots. Figure 1 (a) -(c) display scatter plots of 1000 i.i.d. samples generated from three types of widely-used copulas. Each margin has the standard normal distribution and the parameter for the corresponding copula is calibrated to imply of Kendall's τ of one-half. It can be seen that Clayton copula displays strong dependence in the left tail while the Gumbel copula exhibits strong right tail dependence. Unlike Clayton and Gumbel which exhibit asymmetric dependence structure, Gaussian copula looks to be symmetric and the stronger dependence appears in the center. Figure 1 (d ) -(f) present scatter plots of 1000 i.i.d. samples generated respectively from three mixture copulas with equal weights on each component. Figure 1 clearly demonstrates that, after mixing with Clayton and Gumbel, Gaussian copula begins to exhibit some asymmetric tail dependence. Therefore, we can see that the flexibility of mixture copula stems from its ability of nesting various copula shapes. Each individual copula is nested as a special case.
[ INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE ]
In our model average approach, besides simply estimating parameters for copulas and marginal densities, we need to further estimate a vector of weight parameter ω introduced by mixture copula models. Chollete et al. (2005) and Hu (2006) independently propose a twostage semiparametric method in estimating a mixture copula model. Specifically, in the first stage, the marginal distributions are estimated nonparametrically to avoid misspecification of marginals. Then, in the second stage, the estimated marginals or the empirical CDFs are plugged into the copula so that copula parameters are estimated by Maximum Likelihood. Finally, to facilitate the estimation of weight parameters for each nested copula, iterative procedures, namely, the EM algorithm, are implemented. Cai and Wang (2014) provide a theoretical support about mixture copula estimation. They propose a data-driven copula selection method via penalized likelihood with a shrinkage operator so that all parameter estimation and model selection are achieved simultaneously. In our framework, the model average approach estimates a mixture copula based on a criterion function that minimizes the estimation losses. In the next section, we discuss the estimation procedures and prove that the model average estimator is asymptotically optimal in the sense of minimizing squared estimation loss.
Theoretical Model
We consider a class of Semiparametric COpula-based Multivariate DYnamic (SCOMDY) models proposed in Chen and Fan (2006b) 
as a vector stochastic process where Y t is of dimension p, and Z t is a vector of predetermined or exogenous variables.
Denote t−1 as the information set at time t, i.e., t−1 is the sigma-field generated by
The class of SCOMDY models are specified as follows:
and
The unknown parameters β 01 and β 0 are of fixed dimensions and β 0 = (β ⊤ 01 , β ⊤ 02 ) ⊤ , where β 01 and β 02 do not have common elements. We further assume that the standardized innovations {ε t } are independent of t−1 , and are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with E (ε it ) = 0 and E (ε 2 it ) = 1 for i = 1, ..., p. The SCOMDY models specified here can cover many commonly used specifications such as ARCH, GARCH, and vector autoregressions (VAR); see Chen and Fan (2006b) for a detailed discussion on this.
Our purpose is to estimate the joint distribution of ε t using a mixture copula model. Since {ε t } are unobservable, following Chen and Fan (2006b), we first estimate β 0 by a moment-based method, and obtain estimator β
Given the residuals { ε t }, one can estimate the marginal distributions of ε it , i = 1, ..., p through the rescaled empirical distribution of the residuals:
Suppose that we have K − 1 candidate copulas
where F 0 i (·) is the true (but unknown) marginal density of ε it , i = 1, ..., p, u = (F 0 1 (x 1 ), . . . , F 0 p (x p )) is an arbitrary point in [0, 1] p , and θ k is a finite dimensional parameter associated with the k th copula.
When {ε t } T t=1 is thought to be generated from the k th copula, we can estimate C k (u; θ k ) by the Quasi-MLE (QMLE) method after replacing the unknown margins with the estimators, ..., p, as stated in Chen and Fan (2006b) . Let u = ( F 1 (x 1 ), . . . , F p (x p )) and denote the resulting estimator as
We note that if the candidate set only consists of single copulas while the true copula is mixture of them and is not close to any of these single copulas, then an averaging estimator based on these single copulas can lead to poor fit. Therefore, we also add a mixture of the K − 1 copulas into the candidate set. We denote this as the K th copula. We use the the rescaled empirical distribution of the residuals to replace the unknown marginals, and use the QMLE method to estimate the finite dimensional parameter.
Let
Hereω k is constrained to be between 0 and 1 and summation equals to 1. For each copula k,θ k also has its own constraint. For example, the parameter (the correlation coefficient) for Gaussian copula should be between −1 and 1.
} be the true copula. Note that C 0 (u; θ 0 ) can be out of candidate set {C 1 (u; θ 1 ), . . . , C K−1 (u; θ K−1 )} and it may not be a mixture copula based on {C 1 (u; θ 1 ), . . . , C K−1 (u; θ K−1 )}. The goal of this paper is to approximate C 0 (u; θ 0 ) by the model average approach.
Write w = (w 1 , . . . , w K ) ⊤ as weight vector, belonging to the set
Then, the model average method is to use the following weighted average of all candidate copulas to approximate the true unknown copula
A crucial question in model average estimation is how to select the weight w. In this paper we use the J-fold (J > 1) Cross-Validation (CV) method to choose weights, which is similar to the Jackknife model average (JMA) method (Hansen and Racine, 2012). Specifically, we divide the data set into J groups such that for each group, we have M = T /J observations except that the last group may have more data (if T /J is not an integer). In the j th group, we have observations
) as the estimator of C k (u; θ k ) with the j th group removed from the sample, i.e., it is the same as C k ( u; θ k ) except that one drops the j th group in QMLE. Let θ
An empirical estimator of C 0 (u; θ 0 ) that only uses the j th group data is denoted by
is an indicate function, and the comparison between ε (j−1)M +m and x means the comparison of each component in the pdimension vector. We emphasize that the superscript (−j) denotes "leave the j th group data out" and the subscript (j) means "only use the j th group data".
The weight w is selected via
and we estimate C 0 (u; θ 0 ) by the model average estimator C( u; θ, w) as defined in (4) with w replacing w. Remark: For i.i.d. data situation, it can be shown that the J-fold CV criterion is an unbiased estimator of the expected CV squared loss plus a term unrelated to w. See Appendix A.2 for the proof of this claim.
To ease exposition, we introduce/summarize notations used in the paper.
The T × 1 vector of the true copula evaluated at (ε 1 , ..., ε T ) is denoted by
the vector of copula estimated by the k th candidate copula using all observations (when k = K, the candidate copula is a composite of the candidate copulas) evaluated at (
the vector of weighted average of estimated candidate copulas
the leave-M -out vector of copula estimated by using the k th candidate copula evaluated at
the vector of weighted average of C 1 , . . . ,
the vector of empirical estimator of C 0 using M observations evaluated at ( ε 1 , . . . , ε T ) is
finally, the vector of model average estimator of C 0 evaluated at ( ε 1 , . . . , ε T ) is
Note that in general we use the 'hat' notation to denote estimators based on parametric model estimation methods, while we use the 'tilde' notation to denote nonparametric (empirical function based) estimators.
Leth k = C k − C andH = (h 1 , . . . ,h K ). Now, we can rewrite the J-fold CV criterion as
which is a quadratic form of w. So the minimization of CV J (w) with respect to w can be implemented easily.
Define a quadratic loss function of the model average estimator by
Like literature on model selection and model averaging such as Shao (1997) and Hansen (2007), our goal is to reduce quadratic loss by using model averaging. The following theorem shows that our method minimizes the quadratic loss asymptotically.
Theorem 1 states that our model average estimator C( w) is asymptotically optimal in the sense that the squared loss of C( w) is asymptotically identical to that by the infeasible best possible model average estimator. The detailed proof for Theorem 1 is given in the Appendix.
Numerical Studies
We compare squared estimation losses of the proposed model average approach on mixture copula model with two other methods: Cai and Wang (2014)'s penalized likelihood method, and a BIC method which selects only one copula by comparing each candidate's BIC. Specifically, we consider two types of simulation. In Type I simulation, data are generated from copulas which are included in the mixture copula model. On the contrary, in Type II simulation, the working mixture copula model is misspecified. That is, data is generated from copulas which are not constituents of the working mixture model. We compare which method gives more reasonable description of dependence structure under the two types of settings.
Simulation Type I
Type I simulation considers the scenario that data are generated from copulas which are constituents of our working model. The data is generated by an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process given by:
where e it = σ it ϵ it , ϵ it has a standard normal marginal distribution with the dependence structure between ϵ 1t and ϵ 2t governed by a given form of copula function, and
where γ 1 = 0.05, α 10 = 0.0001, α 11 = 0.95, β 11 = 0.04 for the first margin and γ 2 = 0.1, α 20 = 0.0001, α 21 = 0.90, β 21 = 0.09 for the second margin. Our working mixture model includes three commonly used copulas: Gaussian, Clayton and Gumbel. One could always add in more candidate copulas, but we believe this parsimonious model has the ability to cover many possible dependence structure empirical researchers would encounter in the real world. Characteristics of the three copulas had been discussed in Section 2 and the simulated scatter plots had been displayed in Figure 1 . Our presumed mixture copula is formulated as:
where C Ga , C Cl and C Gu stand for Gaussian, Clayton and Gumbel copula, respectively, and u, v denote the two margins. By fitting the data into Gaussian, Clayton and Gumbel copula separately, one could obtain their ML estimates θ 1 , θ 2 and θ 3 . We have argued in Section 3 that when the true copula is mixture copula, an averaging estimator based on single copulas can lead to poor fit. We thus include a maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of the mixture copula into our model average estimator. Specifically,
Our method then averages over the the four components: three individual candidate copulas plus a ML estimator of their linear combination. We need to choose w Ga , w Cl , w Gu , w M L in our working mixture copula model
via model average method to minimize the estimation losses L T (w) defined in Section 3.
The simulation considers two sample sizes: T = 200 and 500. For the the J-fold cross validation method we used J = 3, 4, 5, 6, the results are quite similar and are not sensitive to the different J values used (the MSEs for using different J values differ by less than 2%). Therefore, to save space we only report results of using J = 4 in this section. The data are simulated from different copulas by the following DGPs and the model averaging estimators are computed. All simulations are repeated 500 times. As we concentrate on mixture copula situations, we simulate three mixture copulas with two components and one mixture copula with three components. Specifically, we have the following 4 cases for the setup of weights:
Case 1: ω Ga = 1/2, ω Cl = 1/2, ω Gu = 0;
Case 2: ω Ga = 1/2, ω Cl = 0, ω Gu = 1/2;
Case 3: ω Ga = 0, ω Cl = 1/2, ω Gu = 1/2;
Case 4: ω Ga = 1/3, ω Cl = 1/3, ω Gu = 1/3.
For each case of weight above, we consider two sets of copula parameters:
Parameter setting 1: θ Ga = 0.5, θ Cl = 5.8, θ Gu = 5.1;
Parameter setting 2: θ Ga = 0.7, θ Cl = 7.8, θ Gu = 7.1.
Therefore, we will have 4 × 2 = 8 groups of DGPs in total.
Table 1 displays how close the estimated copula is to the true copula in terms of mean squared estimation loss across the three methods we mentioned at the beginning: our proposed model average approach (MA), Cai and Wang (2014)'s penalized likelihood (CW), and the BIC method which selects one from a set of candidates based on BIC (BIC). To save space and for expositional ease, we only present the ratios of out-of-sample predicting errors between CW and MA (CW/MA), and BIC and MA (BIC/MA). Therefore, MA is superior to CW or BIC if the ratio is larger than one.
[ INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE ]
As we stated above, Table 1 presents the out-of-sample predicting performance of the three competing methods. The number of out-of-sample observations is equal to the number of in-sample observations. Hence, for 200 and 500 in-sample observations, the out-of-sample predictions include 200 and 500 observations, respectively. The results in Table 1 show that mixture copula model performs better than an individual copula. In the three competing methods, BIC gives the largest predicting errors for all cases in the three competing methods (BIC/MA is greater than one and larger than CW/MA), while the performances of CW and MA are similar to each other because the estimation MSE ratios are all close to one.
In terms of out-of-sample predicting errors, Type I simulation demonstrates the superiority of mixture copula model over the model that uses one individual copula. Furthermore, for the estimation of a mixture copula model, our proposed model average approach performs similarly to Cai and Wang (2014)'s method.
Simulation Type II
The working model is misspecified in Type II simulations. The purpose of Type II simulation is to see how the proposed model average approach performs when data are generated from copulas which are out of our candidate set, a situation which should be common in empirical studies as the true model is always unknown to researchers.
In the simulation setup, our working mixture model is still comprised by Gaussian, Clayton and Gumbel copulas but the true observations are generated from a linear combination of Frank, Survival Joe (SJ) and Joe copulas. These three copulas are also widely used in empirical studies. Frank copula is similar to Gaussian copula as both do not exhibit tail dependence; but they have relatively stronger dependence in the center of the distributions.
Joe copula, like Gumbel copula, exhibits right tail dependence. Survival Joe copula is a 180 • rotation of Joe, so it exhibits left tail dependence as the Clayton copula does. We consider four cases with the first three cases that the true copula is generated from a linear combination from two of the Frank, Joe and Survival Joe copulas, plus their composite in which each component has equal weights, i.e., similar to what we did in simulation Type I, we consider the following four weighting setups:
Case 1: ω F rank = 1/2, ω SJ = 1/2, ω Joe = 0;
Case 2: ω F rank = 1/2, ω SJ = 0, ω Joe = 1/2; Case 3: ω F rank = 0, ω SJ = 1/2, ω Joe = 1/2; Case 4: ω F rank = 1/3, ω SJ = 1/3, ω Joe = 1/3, and two different copula parameter settings:
Parameter setting 1: θ F rank = 5.5, θ SJ = 4.8, θ Joe = 4.5;
Parameter setting 2: θ F rank = 7.5, θ SJ = 6.8, θ Joe = 6.5.
We present the out-of-sample predicting performance of the three competing methods under Type II simulation in Table 2 . Like Type I simulation, the number of out-of-sample predictions is the same with the corresponding size of the in-sample data. The patterns in Table 2 show that MA exhibits more accurate out-of-sample predictions than CW and BIC do because the estimation MSE ratios between CW and MA, and BIC and MA are all greater than one.
The simulation results show that our proposed model average method outperforms both CW and the BIC method when the working mixture copula is misspecified. This finding has important implications for empirical studies as the true copula is always unknown to researchers and the misspecification of one's working mixture model should be quite common.
Given the great flexibility of mixture copula model in nesting various dependence structures, the model average method is able to provide a more accurate estimate of the dependence structure.
Asymmetric Estimation Loss
Besides comparing the performance of MA, CW and BIC in terms of squared estimation loss, we also consider the asymmetric estimation loss. Specifically, we use the LINEX loss function to select the weights and then calculate the estimation loss. We refer the interested reader to Varian (1975) and Zellner (1986) for references.
The LINEX loss function could be written as
where ϕ ̸ = 0, y is an estimator of y 0 (e.g., the estimated and the true copula). When ϕ < 0, LINEX loss rises almost exponentially when y − y 0 < 0 and almost linearly when y − y 0 > 0. As we pay more attention the the left tail dependence, i.e., the probability that two markets crash at the same time, we choose ϕ = −0.8.
We repeat the simulation procedure in Table 2 (simulation type II), but this time we select weights by minimizing the LINEX loss function. The ratios of asymmetric estimation losses between CW and MA, and BIC and MA are displayed in Table 3 .
[ INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE ]
From Table 3 we can find that MA still outperforms CW and BIC in terms of asymmetric estimation loss almost in all cases when we select the weight through the LINEX loss function. In this paper we do not prove the optimality property of the MA method with the LINEX asymmetric loss function and leave the investigation of using a more general loss function as a future topic.
An Empirical Study
We consider a real data example to examine the performance of using model average approach in estimating a mixture copula model in practice. We consider daily returns of Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) equity indexes for four developed economies: United Kingdom (UK), Hong Kong (HK), Japan (JP) and United States (US). The daily data span about 12 years from August, 2002 to December, 2014, for a total of 3220 observations. We download these equity indexes from Datastream and then calculate log returns of the four indexes. For comparing purposes, the currency for the daily index in Japan, United Kingdom and Hong Kong is converted into US dollar based on their respective contemporary exchange rates.
[ INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE ]
We split the data into two equal parts: The first 1610 observations (training set), ranging from August of 2002 to October of 2008, are used to fit the mixture model, and the remained 1610 observations (testing set) are used to examine the out-of-sample predicting accuracy across the competing models. Table 4 displays the summary statistics for daily log-returns of MSCI index for the four markets. Over the 6 years between 2002 and 2008, HK market gave the highest average daily return while the median of daily return was relative higher in the UK market. The skewness is negative for all, indicating higher probability in having extreme daily losses. Kurtosis for US, UK and HK markets are greater than 3, while it is smaller than 3 for JP market. These statistics indicate that it can be difficult to correctly specify each marginal distribution in practice and nonparametric methods should be used to estimate the margins. Table 5 demonstrates the linear correlation coefficients and Kendall's τ s (in parentheses)
for each pair. It could be observed that the HK-JP pair has the strongest correlation or degree of dependence based on both correlation coefficients and Kendall's τ s. Figure 2 shows pairwise scatter plot for each pair. Daily returns in each pair appear to be positively correlated especially for US-UK, JP-HK and UK-HK pairs. Figure 2 also displays a violation of the elliptical multivariate distributions: Different mass in joint tails of the distribution, asymmetry and outliers could be observed directly from each pair. Figure 2 further confirms the existence of large amount of outliers in the lower left corner for UK-HK, JP-HK and JP-UK pairs. Simply choosing one most "appropriate" copula from a candidate set may not be able to discover characteristics of the joint distribution. To fully take advantage of the flexibility of each individual copula, we consider a mixture copula model.
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Spurious regression results will be generated if a pair of time series data is processed inappropriately (see Granger and Newbold 1974; Chen and Fan 2006) . Hu (2006) also argues that data with conditional heteroscedasticity lead to underestimation of the degree of dependence, due to the clustering of large volatilities. Preliminary examination has indicated the existence of both autocorrelation effects and conditional heteroscedasticity in the daily returns for the four economies. To filter both effects, we specify an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model. The filtered daily percentage changes (the residuals) will be substituted into the working mixture copula model. An AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model is a special case of the class of SCOMDY models stated in Section 3. According to Theorem 1, the model average method should generate the asymptotically optimal estimator in the sense of minimizing the squared estimation loss.
We then fit the filtered daily returns in the four economies into the mixture copula model which includes Gaussian, Clayton and Gumbel. We implement the model average method, Cai and Wang (2014)'s penalized likelihood method and the BIC method to estimate the mixture copula model respectively. To compare the estimating performance across the three methods, we follow procedures that are similar in manner to Genest and Rivest (1993) . As the true model is unknown to us, the ultimate purpose of this comparison is to examine whether the mixture copula model estimated via model average approach has relatively smaller estimation losses and captures the dependence structure satisfactorily for the six pairs of stock market data.
Following Genest and Rivest (1993), we construct four 7 × 7 cross-classifications for each of the six pairs. These cross-classifications are available upon request. For each pair, the first cross-classification is for the observations and the other three are for the competing methods. Genest and Rivest (1993) does not specify the dimension of a cross-classification.
The choice of this number should be a trade-off: one needs both enough number of groups to test contingent dependence and sufficient observations for each cell. Let G represents the table and G(i, j) be the cell in the ith row and jth column, where i, j = 1, ..., 7. For cell G(i, j), let u i and v j be the lower bounds for the cell, where u i and v i are defined as the i/7 and j/7 percentiles for the two series of observations, respectively. The cell boundaries for the two variables were taken as the order statistics of rank [1610 * j/7] in the respective economy, for j = 1, ..., 6 and 1610 is the number of observations. Then a pair of observations (u, v) 
Thus, the number in G(i, j) implies the number of times the daily return of market 1 is between the (i − 1)/7 and the i/7 percentile of its range, and that of market 2 is within the (j − 1)/7 and the j/7 percentile of its range. For example, the figure recorded in the cell (3, 2) indicates the number of times that daily percentage changes of the first economy is between the 29 th (2/7) and the 43 rd (3/7) percentile of its range, while that of the second economy is within 14 th (1/7) and 29th (2/7) percentile of its range. Thus, if the two economies are perfectly positively correlated, we should see that most observations lie on the principal diagonal. If they are perfectly negatively correlated, then most observations should lie on the diagonal which is perpendicular to the principal one. If they are independent to each other, then the number of observations in each cell should similar to each other.
We take UK-HK pair as an example. For observed frequencies, the cell at the top-left represents the number of times when indexes in UK and Hong Kong market are both below the 14th (1/7) percentile of their respective ranges; that is, the number of times when both markets face downturn risk simultaneously. Correspondingly, the cell at the bottom-right shows the frequency that both daily returns are between the 86th (6/7) and 100th (7/7) percentile. Of the total 1610 observations, there are 83 times that daily returns of MSCI indexes in UK and Hong Kong are both lower than their 14th percentile. Correspondingly, during the period between August 2002 and October 2008, there are 64 times that daily returns in UK and Hong Kong market are both higher than their 86th percentile. Thus, UK and Hong Kong stock markets exhibit higher probability to co-move downward than to move up simultaneously. US-HK, UK-JP and JP-HK display a similar left tail dependence structure. Such a pattern is not significant in the other two pairs.
We then evaluate the fit of the estimated mixture copula model estimated frequencies with the observed frequencies of all the cells. To compute the estimated frequencies, let C denote our estimated copula. Then the estimated count in cell (u 2 , v 2 ), for example, could be obtained by multiplying the probability C(u 
the sample size 1610. Let G i,j and G M A i,j denote the frequency observed and the frequency estimated by model average in cell (i, j) respectively. Then, we define the estimation error as:
In our case, k = 7. By the same manner, we can calculate estimation errors for CW and the BIC method, which are respectively denoted as Q CW and Q BIC . The estimation errors and the ratios are displayed in Table 6 . Among all cases, the model average method exhibits the smallest estimation errors, while the BIC method which relies on the comparison of BIC among Gaussian, Clayton and Gumbel copulas gives the largest estimation errors. The empirical studies again show that the model average approach gives satisfactory estimates of dependence structures comparing with other competing methods. Table 6 reports the in-sample fit results. Next, we consider the out-of-sample prediction performance of the three competing methods based on the daily observations between October 2008 (the training data also ends in this month!) and December 2014. The estimated frequencies are based on our estimated mixture copula model under MA, CW and BIC, respectively. The out-of-sample predicting errors are calculated in the same way we used to calculate the in-sample estimation losses. We present the predicting errors of each competing method and the ratios between CW and MA, and BIC and MA for each pair.
The results are displayed in Table 7 . It is obvious that in general model average method exhibits the smallest predicting errors compared with CW and BIC methods, even though for the US-JP pair, these three methods have quite similar predicting performance. Thus, the model average method also provides relatively satisfactory predicting performance. We notice that dependent structure among different stock markets may change significantly as time goes by, especially during the period that the financial markets fluctuate acutely. Ideally, one should allow for the parameters in a mixture model to change over time to capture the dynamics among the international financial markets. However, a general time varying copula model can be difficult to estimate. To partially deal with the time varying nature of the dependence structure among the returns from the four developed stock mar-kets, in this section we use a rolling window method to examine the performance among MA, CW and BIC. Specifically, we first estimate MA, CW and BIC based on six years' observations from 2002 to 2008 and then predict the dependence structure among US, UK, JP and HK in 2009. Next, we re-estimate MA, CW and BIC by using the observations from 2003 to 2009 and then predict the dependence in 2010. We repeat this procedure and make final prediction on the dependence structure in 2014 based on the previous 6 years' observations. By doing this, we can update our mixture model by using the most recent 6 years' observations. We define the estimation error of MA based on the rolling window method (RW) as:
and in our case, k = 7. By the same manner, we could calculate estimating errors for CW and the BIC method, which are respectively denoted as Q rw CW and Q rw BIC . The estimation errors and the ratios are displayed in Table 8 .
We have two observations to Table 8 . First, our model average estimator still performs better than CW and BIC in terms of squared estimation loss based on the rolling window method. Second, compared with the results in Table 7 in the paper, the estimation losses in Table 8 are smaller in magnitude. This is expected as we can improve the predicting accuracy by updating the copula model by using the most recent data through the rolling window method.
Conclusion
In this article we propose a model average method to estimate mixture copula models due to Hu (2006) . Unlike the BIC method which selects only one individual copula based on the comparison of BIC, model average method estimates a mixture copula model based on choosing the optimal weights associated to the components in an averaging model. Simulation studies show that the model average method performs similarly to the penalized likelihood method proposed by Cai and Wang (2014) when observations are generated from copulas included in the working mixture copula model. However, when the working mixture copula model is misspecified, that is, when observations are generated from copulas not included in the working mixture model, the model average method outperforms both Cai and Wang's (2014) penalized likelihood method and the BIC method. An empirical example shows that the model average method provides satisfactory estimates of the dependence structures among four international stock markets. Thus, the model average method on mixture copula can be utilized by practioners in financial industry for portfolio diversification and risk management.
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Appendix

A.1 Notations and conditions
where K is fixed. Denote the fixed dimension of θ by κ. Define θ * k as the pseudo true value defined by
We assume that J is fixed and M → ∞ as T → ∞. In addition, for the k th copula C k (x), we denote
To prove the asymptotic optimality as stated in Theorem 1, we need the following regularity conditions. Remark: Condition C.1 requires that θ * takes values in a compact set. As correctly pointed out by a referee, C.1 rules out some cases such as the true distribution is normal, while one fits a t ν -distribution model and estimate the degree of freedom ν (as ν * = ∞). Condition C.1 also requires that the convergence rate of θ to the pseudo true value θ * is O p (T −1/2 ). Chen and Fan (2006b) show that Condition C.1 holds true under quite general regularity conditions including: (i) θ * k are in the interior of the parameter space for k = 1, ..., K,
is stationary β mixing with the appropriate decay rate, (iii) l θ,k (u; θ k ), l θθ,k (u; θ k ) and l θj,k (u; θ k ) satisfy some standard smooth conditions for k = 1, ..., K, and (iv) l θ,k (U t ; θ k ), l θθ,k (U t ; θ k ) and l θj,k (U t ; θ k ) satisfy some appropriate moment conditions for k = 1, ..., K.
With Conditions C.1 and C.2, we obtain that uniformly for w ∈ W,
where λ max (·) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of a matrix (since C.2 implies that λ max (·) = O p (T )), and
where we also used the elements of vector |C * (w) − C 0 | are uniformly bounded by 2. Condition C.3 requires that as T → ∞, the difference between the loss of the regular and leave-M -out estimators decrease at some rate. This is similar to condition (A.10) of Andrews (1991) and condition (A.5) of Hansen and Racine (2012) . Let θ (−j) be the estimator of θ with the j th group removed from the sample and ν
is between θ (−j) and θ * , and Q(w) = { ν Chen and Fan (2006b) and Assumptions D and N in that paper, the estimator θ converges to θ * with rate root-T and the estimators θ (−j) converges to θ * with rate root-(T − M ), which is uniformly for j = 1, . . . , J because J is a constant. When the elements of T × κ matrix Q(w) are uniformly bounded, similar to the derivations in (A.1) and (A.2), we obtain that uniformly for w ∈ W,
Condition C.4 imposes a limitation on the situation to apply our asymptotic results. It requires that ξ T grow at a rate faster than T 1/2 , and implies all candidate copulas are misspecified. This is similar to the third part of condition (A7) in Zhang et al. (2013) and condition 7 in Ando and Li (2014) . The assumption that all candidate models are misspecified is a common condition used in proving optimality properties of model average estimators.
A.2 Proof of the Unbiasedness of the J-fold CV Criterion
We only consider the i.i.d. data case for expositional simplicity. Denoting V t = (F 0 1 (X 1t ), . . . , F 0 p (X pt )) and V t = ( F 1 (X 1t ), . . . , F p (X pt )), it is easy to see that
we know that for any m ∈ {1, . . . , M } and j ∈ {1, . . . , J},
where E X (j−1)M +m is taken with respect to the randomness of X (j−1)M +m . The above two formulas imply that
where the right-hand-side quantity does not depend on w, completing the proof for the claim.
A.3 A Useful Lemma
In this section we present a Lemma which will be used in proving Theorem 1. then Theorem 1 holds true.
Proof: From (A.6), we know that
in probability as T → ∞. In addition, it is seen that there exists a non-negative sequence ν T and a sequence of vectors w(T ) ∈ W such that as T → ∞, ν T → 0 and (A.10) in probability as T → ∞. In addition, by the definition of w, we have
Now, from (A.5), (A.7), (A.8), (A.9), (A.10), (A.11), and ν T → 0, we obtain that, for any δ > 0,
which implies that Theorem 1 holds true.
A.4 Proof of Theorem 1
It is seen that
where the last term has nothing to do with the weight vector w, and 
which is (A.13). Similarly, from Conditions C.3 and C.4, we have
Denote F 0 (·) as the true distribution function of ε t ≡ (ε 1t , ..., ε 
Next, we want to show
We have
Therefore, the first term of (A.17) is O p (T −1/2 ). By the same proof method as used in Chen and Fan (2006b, Lemma A.1 (3)), one can show that .19) and the second term of (A.17) is also O p (T −1/2 ). Finally the third term of (A.17) can be written as
by (A.19) . Hence, we have the third term of (A.17) is O p (T −1/2 ). From c T → 0, (A.16), and the fact that any element of vectors | C k | are bounded by 1, we obtain that for any j ∈ {1, . . . , J},
which, along with Condition C.4 and the assumption that K and J are fixed, implies that
where the second '≤' holds almost surely. From (A.15) and (A.22), we obtain (A.12). This completes the proof for Theorem 1. Sample Size=200; Out=200 θ Ga = 0.5, θ Cl = 5.8, θ Gu = 5.1 θ Ga = 0.7, θ Cl = 7.8, θ Gu = 7.1 CW/MA BIC/MA CW/MA BIC/MA ω Ga = 0.5, ω Cl = 0.5, ω Gu = 0 0.9816 1.1923 0.9822 1.1350 ω Ga = 0.5, ω Cl = 0, ω Gu = 0.5 0.9852 1.0302 0.9849 1.0289 ω Ga = 0, ω Cl = 0.5, ω Gu = 0.5 0.9893 1.1246 0.9875 1.1166 ω Ga = 1/3, ω Cl = 1/3, ω Gu = 1/3 0.9675 1.1639 0.9584 1.1115 Sample Size=500; Out=500 θ Ga = 0.5, θ Cl = 5.8, θ Gu = 5.1 θ Ga = 0.7, θ Cl = 7.8, θ Gu = 7.1 CW/MA BIC/MA CW/MA BIC/MA ω Ga = 0.5, ω Cl = 0.5, ω Gu = 0 1.0071 1.4252 1.0036 1.3247 ω Ga = 0.5, ω Cl = 0, ω Gu = 0.5 1.0094 1.1225 1.0082 1.1161 ω Ga = 0, ω Cl = 0.5, ω Gu = 0.5 0.9868 1.3105 0.9869 1.3242 ω Ga = 1/3, ω Cl = 1/3, ω Gu = 1/3 1.0096 1.4368 1.0049 1.2881 Sample Size=200; Out=200 θ F rank = 5.5, θ SJ = 4.8, θ Joe = 4.5 θ F rank = 7.5, θ SJ = 6.8, θ Joe = 6.5 CW/MA BIC/MA CW/MA BIC/MA ω F = 0.5, ω SJ = 0.5, ω J = 0 1.1332 1.1560 1.0782 1.1840 ω F = 0.5, ω SJ = 0, ω J = 0.5 1.0698 1.0035 1.0773 1.0172 ω F = 0, ω SJ = 0.5, ω J = 0.5 1.2118 1.0668 1.1205 1.1171 ω F = 1/3, ω SJ = 1/3, ω J = 1/3 1.1667 1.0549 1.0466 1.0875 Sample Size=500; Out=500 θ F rank = 5.5, θ SJ = 4.8, θ Joe = 4.5 θ F rank = 7.5, θ SJ = 6.8, θ Joe = 6.5 CW/MA BIC/MA CW/MA BIC/MA ω F = 0.5, ω SJ = 0.5, ω J = 0 1.2950 1.5608 1.1405 1.5588 ω F = 0.5, ω SJ = 0, ω J = 0.5 1.1700 1.0112 1.1995 1.0551 ω F = 0, ω SJ = 0.5, ω J = 0.5 1.3873 1.1536 1.1836 1.2364 ω F = 1/3, ω SJ = 1/3, ω J = 1/3 1.3309 1.1823 1.1358 1.2974 θ F rank = 5.5, θ SJ = 4.8, θ Joe = 4.5 θ F rank = 7.5, θ SJ = 6.8, θ Joe = 6.5 CW/MA BIC/MA CW/MA BIC/MA λ 1 = 0.5, λ 2 = 0.5, λ 3 = 0 0.9980 1.0134 0.9886 1.0140 λ 1 = 0.5, λ 2 = 0, λ 3 = 0.5 1.0275 1.0040 1.0402 1.0153 λ 1 = 0, λ 2 = 0.5, λ 3 = 0.5 1.0990 1.0089 1.0366 1.0152 λ = 1/3, λ 2 = 1/3, λ 3 = 1/3 1.0744 1.0093 1.0372 1.0158 
